Incident Support Services
Chapel - First Call & Repatriation Services UK.
Is more than just a transportation service. We can be tasked to carry out more specialised duties
anywhere in the United Kingdom.
Whether it`s carrying out the removals on behalf of the Coroner, or carrying out specialised transferal of remains in whole, part, or skeletal for any reason. All under extremely controlled and meticously planned conditions providing discreet professional transportation at all times.
We can be called upon to provide specialist transport support at exhumations, using the right equipment to remove the remains to a place of examination.

Fatality Retrieval Services
We have researched a new service, Fatality Retrieval Service (FRS).
This services is aimed at the emergency services and armed forces. We can provide fully equipped
mortuary ambulance vehicles to aid in the recovery and transportation to a designated mortuary or
specialist examination facility at any location.
This service can be used in a variety of incidents from fatal road, rail, and water incidents through
to major incidents and accidents. We carry a vast range of specialist handling equipment for
carrying bodies in whole or part, in a dignified and secure manner at all times and because we use
disaster grade body pouches with fully sealable and tamper proof seals you can be sure of complete
continuity of the remains whilst in transit.
We carry a host of staff protective equipment all to
disaster levels including heavy duty hooded
protective oversuits, overshoes and high density
face masks, FRS emblazoned reflective hard
helmets, reflective all weather coats all emblazoned with
the FRS wording.
Comprehensive bio-hazard fluid spill kits, and first aid kits.
Our vehicles are all fitted with covert but high intensity L.E.D
warning lighting giving `static` protection at high risk scenes, yet not
visible when not in use giving the appearance of a standard estate
vehicle, this gives our teams the ability to be at a standby point
without drawing too much attention to ourselves or the incident.

Chapel
Tel : 0115 8548257 Or 07884177462 24hrs Email : chapel.frs@hotmail.co.uk Website : www.chapelfirstcall.weebly.com

